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     Diddy Kong is a rather peculiar character. While he is ostensibly a sidekick for 
Donkey Kong he has branched off into his own games. Think of him as a gorilla 
version of Luigi� except without the chronic cowardice. This rocking, jet-pack 
wearing little fella has more than enough spunk to get the job done and has 
joined up with Donkey Kong and friends to stop the evil King K. Rool and his 
banana stealing Kremlin army. 
 
     Making his first appearance in a Super Smash Bros. game Diddy makes an 
impressive showing for himself. With a few strange special moves, a good 
amount of speed, impressive strength and his small stature he makes for an 
interesting character that has a variety of useful abilities at his disposal. Not a 
bad first showing for such a newbie. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Game Appearances 
Donkey Konga 2 – GameCube�����������.����.��..�...2005 
 
Donkey Konga – GameCube��������������������...2004 
 
Mario Kart: Double Dash – GameCube���������������.....2003 
 
Donkey Kong 64 – N64�����������������������1999 
 
Diddy Kong Racing – N64���������������������...1997 
 
Donkey Kong Land 3 – Game Boy������������������1997 
 
Donkey Kong Country 3: Dixie Kong’s Double Troulbe – SNES�����.1996 
 
DonkeyKong Land 2 – Game Boy�����������������....1996 
 
Donkey Kong Country 2: Diddy’s Kong Quest – SNES��������....1995 
 
Donkey Kong Land – Game Boy������..............................................1995 
 
Donkey Kong Country – N64��������������������.1994 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Diddy Kong’s Moves 
 

This is a comprehensive list of all the moves available to this character. They are broken up by 

the type of attack they are with the Smashes and Final Smash getting their own sections. A few 

notes before we begin: 

 

* Red Skills are range dependant – The closer you are, the more damage you do. 

* Blue Skills are range dependant – The farther away you are, the more damage you do. 

* Green Skills can be charged to do more damage. 

 
Ground Attacks Command Dmg. Description 

Slap Attack Button 3% Slap your enemy silly. 

 

Slap and Tail Whack Attack (repeated) 3-30%+ Slap foes twice then 

perform a tail slap. 

Repeated Slaps 

 

Attack (held) 3-30%+ Keep on slapping until 

you hit someone. 

Twin Fists Attack (while walking) 9-11% Launch a double punch 

right at the foes gut. 

Cartwheel Attack (while running) 4-9% Perform a running 

cartwheel right into foes. 

Upwards Slap Up + Attack 7% Slap upwards to keep 

foes juggled. 

Leg Clamp Down + Attack 7% Perform a double slap at 

an opponents legs. 

Ledge Attack Attack (while hanging) 6% Chase away those pesky 

ledge guarders. 

Headbutt Grab / Attack repeatedly 

to strike foes. 

2%+ Repeatedly headbutt foes. 

Hard Kick Up + Grab 9% Deliver a hard kick to 

send foes flying. 

Ground Slam 

 

Down + Grab 9% Slam your opponent to 

the ground. 

Side Fling 

 

Left or Right + Grab 11% Quickly toss the enemy to 

one of the sides. 

 

Airborne Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Flying Cartwheel Attack Button 6% Perform a cartwheel in 

the air for extra hits. 

Backflip Up + Attack 6-11% Kick foes while 

backflipping to juggle. 

Downward Slam Down + Attack 12% This downwards attack 

hits foes beneath you. 

Thrust Kick Toward Opponent + 

Attack 

14% Throw your feet forward 

and kick out at foes. 

Backward Kick 

 

Away from Opponent + 

Attack 

9% A backwards kick that 

has little knockback. 

 



Smash Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Flip Kicks Up + Attack together - 

Chargeable 

5-22% Hop up and peform a spin 

to kick foes repeatedly. 

Low Trip Down + Attack together 16-22% Perform a breakdance 

spin attack at foes legs. 

Paw Attacks Left or Right + Attack 

together - Chargeable 

5-25% Move forward with two 

slaps for hard knockback. 

 

 
 

Special Attacks Command Dmg. Description 
Peanut Popgun Special Button 4-16% Fire a wooden peanut gun 

as a projectile. 

Rocketbarrel Boost Up + Special 10% Use two barrels to fly up 

into the air. 

Banana Peel Down + Special 3% Throw a banana peel out 

to slip up opponents. 

Monkey Flip Left or Right + Special 12-15% Leap up onto a foe and 

start beating them. 

 

 
 

Final Smash Damage Description 
Rocketbarrel Barrage 18-127% Fly around the arena with a Rocketbarrel Jetpack 

and fire your Peanut Popguns at foes. 

 

  
 



Combat Strategies 
Diddy is a bit peculiar, with his size you would think that he’s a speedster but this is only partially 

true. He is fairly quick but nowhere near as fast as most other speedsters but he makes up for this 

defecit with a surprising amount of damage behind his attacks. But then again his special moves 

are fairly hard to use properly so he takes a goodly amount of practice to use them properly. 

While he seems kind of like a mess of a character he’s actually fairly good. 

 

 - When getting used to using Diddy there is absolutely nothing wrong with abusing his basic 

attack combo. Use his speed to get into opponents faces and then cram on that button. It’s not 

unheard of to do more than 25% damage before they get pushed far enough away and the attacks 

stop connecting. If you can corner trap them it’s not impossible to see more than 40% get done. 

Don’t charge it too much or it will blow up and stun you. Fire it once it’s aimed straight. 

 

 - If you aren’t going to be charging up the smashes then make use of the downward smash, the 

Low Trip. It does more damage than either of the other two smashes uncharged and it has no 

range dependencies so it’s a more reliable damage dealer.  

 

 - Many of Diddy’s basic attacks aren’t really spectacular damage-wise but they are good for his 

speed. This means that you will have to learn to string together your own combos to make the 

most of his speed. 

 

 - Diddy has a fairly good anti-air game which can be exploited by knocking your opponents up 

into the air and then keeping them their. Or if you have an enemy who is up in the air already 

making use of his down aerial, the Downward Slam, will do a pretty good job of smashing an 

enemy into the ground or right off of the stage. 

 

 - Making use of his Peanut Popgun attack can be problematic. If you don’t charge it up then it 

fires in a small parabola at your foes meaning it can sometimes pop right over your opponents 

head if not fired right. You need to charge it up until Diddy aims the gun straight to get a straight 

shot off at foes. This isn’t a bad idea anyways since it does 16% damage when fully charged. 

 

 - The Monkey Flip is an incredibly odd move in that performing the special only causes Diddy to 

leap forward and grab onto foes. Press the special button repeatedly to attack your opponent, 

press the attack button to send a foe flying away with a kick or press jump to spike your opponent 

downwards. You can also simply press the attack button while he flips forward to perform a kick. 

 

 - When using the Monkey Flip a fair idea is to perform it while an opponent is trying to recover 

back onto the stage. Leap onto them, spike them downward with the jump button and watch them 

plummet to their doom. Be careful with this and don’t perform the flying kick or you will not be 

able to perform your Rocket Barrel recovery. 
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